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that the duly authorized representatives of Burundi, Somalia and the

Sudan be allowed to participate fully in the proceedings of the meeting

and also that the meeting be a closed one. The names of the representa

tives of these three countries and other categories of participants are

also included in Annex I,

5O The meeting was opened on 2 May 1966 by H.E. Ato Abebe Hetta,

Minister for Commerce and Industry of the*Imperial Ethiopian Government,

whose statement is reproduced in Annex II. Opening statements were

also made by H.E. Mr. Diallo Telli, Administrative Secretary-General

of the OAU and by Mr. R.K.A. Gardiner, Executive Secretary of the ECAe

The last-mentioned statement is reproduced in Annex III.

6. The provisional Agenda prepared by the secretariat was examined in

plenary session and adopted as presented. The Agenda as adopted is

attached as Annex IV.

7. Prior to the adoption of the Agenda, however, clarification was

sought on the precise status of Mauritius at the meeting in view of the

fact that she was not, as yet, an independent country. After discus

sion it was agreed that Mauritius was a full member of the Interim

Council, entitled to participate in the meeting on equal terms with

other countries. It was noted that there was reasonable certainty

that Mauritius would be an independent country by mid-1967 or so,

and that the possible legal complications arising out of her present

status would in all probability be obviated prior to the actual time

for the signing and ratification of the formal Treaty establishing

the Community.
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B" Examination of the Draft Terms of Association

8. The examination of the Draft Terms of Association opened with a

consideration of the general views of the various countries represented.

A statement by the Representative of Mauritius underlined the present

dependence of his country's economy on a single crop, sugar and some

of its special problems and requirements, particular reference "being

made to the rapidly expanding population and to the need to preserve

the advantages accruing, and likely to accrue for several years to come,

under the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement.

9. A statement by the Representative of Malawi welcomed inter-country

co-operation in economic planning as one possible solution to the pro

blems posed by limited markets on individual countries. At the same

time, he reminded the Meeting that political leadership had to respond

to nationalistic pressures in each country and cautioned against a head

long rush into grand schemes. He further made a plea for detailed study

of the documents presented to the Meeting.

10. The Representative of Zambia conveyed the best wishes and hopes

for the success of the Meeting from H.E. Dr. Kenneth Kaunda, President

of the Republic of Zambia. He laid stress on economic inter-dependence

in both the short- and long-term perspectives in the economic develop

ment of the sub-region. He further referred to the need for creating

additional transport links, and emphasized, in this connexion, the

significance of the permanent highways now under construction from Zambia

to Malawi and TWnia, the prospective railway line linking Zambia

and Tanzania, and the recent formation by four countries in the sub-

region of a jointly owned shipping line.

11. After general statements, the Meeting turned to a detailed considera

tion of the Draft Terms of Association. The Terms of Association, as

finally approved, are attached as Annex V. These Terms of Association

were signed on the 4th May 1966 by the representatives of the following

countries: Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Mauritius, United Republic

of Tanzania and Zambia. The Representative of Malawi initiated the
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instrument, tte Ministerial Representatives of the preceding countries .

and others to *e designated *y the countries concerned will constitute

the Interim Council of Ministers of the Economic Community of Eastern

Africa.

12. The Executive Secretary of ECA was designated as depositary for

this instrument,

13. Whereas the Terms in Annex V represent the final consensus, the

following is a brief record of the arguments, sentiments and views

expressed in the course of the discussion:

(i) Great stress was laid on realism and modesty in stating the

aims and general undertakings in the Terms of Association.

(ii) The Meetingwasof the general view that unanimity was an

especially worthwhile objective to pursue in the over-all

interest of the Community.

(iii) The discussion favoured elimination or modification of

negative constraints in the Draft Terms of Association.

(iv) The Meeting favoured the suggestion that the free movement

of manpower he considered a fit subject for a common endeavour

in the making of Community policies. Nonetheless, there was

strong disinclination to inclusion of this item in the Terms

of Association.

(T) The Meeting considered that countries bordering on more than

one suWegion should be asked, on formal application for

admission to the Interim Council of Ministers, to cast their

lot decisively in favour of one sub-region or another.

(vi) It was felt that the possible membership of Rhodesia should

be subject to a specific decision by the Interim Council of

Ministers. (See Article 6, Paragraph 8 of the Terms of

Association).
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(vii) ae Meeting noted the statement of the Representative of Burundi,
and it was agreed that a provisional French translation of

the Terms of Association would be made available to him and

an authentic French text would be provided later. It was

noted that the information about participation by Burundi

had not been available at an early stage in the preparations
for the Meeting.

(rlii) ae Rafting of the Tfeaty governing the Economic Community
of Eastern Africa was regarded as a principal immediate task

of the Interim Council of Ministers. But the drafting of

the Treaty was not deemed the scle task of the Interim Council
of Ministers.

(ix) The question of laying down a time limit for the action of
the Interim Council of Ministers as well as other interim

arrangements was discussed. It was, however, felt that since

the negotiation of the Treaty might take some considerable

amount of time, it would not be practicable to impose any

time limit on the existence and functions of the Interim
Council.

(x) The general approach was one of flexibility in devising solu
tions to the problems rather than one of rigidity,

(xi) The Meeting upheld the view that the Ministerial character
of the Interim Council should not be altered in any way and

that in exceptional circumstances, plenipotentiaries at

Ministerial level might be nominated to attend the meetings
of the Council.
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C. Preliminary Examination of the Draft Treaty

14. The preliminary examination of the Draft Treaty was begun with a

brief review of individual Articles. The Preliminary Draft received

approval as a first draft, that is, it was accepted as a working document,

a basis for further study and discussion, which did not signify approval

of any particular provision or provisions in the Preliminary Draft.

15. The Meeting made a recommendation laying down a three-step procedure

for the furthering of work in this area, via., the appointment by ECA

of a Legal Adviser who will consult with the legal officers of countries,

followed by a meeting of legal officers and the Legal Adviser to

prepare an amended Draft, and finally, a meeting of the Iterim Council

of Ministers to consider and approve the amended Draft of the Treaty.

The recommendation is attached as Annex VI.

D. Membership

16. The heeting also adopted a recommendation (attached as Annex VII)

requesting the Executive Secretary of iilCA to help in extending the

membership of the Interim Council of Ministers to include as many of

the eligible States as possible. A list of such States appears in

Article 6, paragraph 8 of the Terms of Association. (Annex V).

E. Industrial Research, Transport and Other Studies

17. The Meeting was informed by the secretariat that in pursuance of

the Hesolutions adopted in Lusaka, action has been initiated for the

establishment of an Eastern African Industrial Research Councils and,

as part of such action, the Special Fund had provided a consultant to

prepare a draft request for assistance on behalf of three member States.

The proposals for the establishment of transport links had been discussed

by the African ladtu. trial Symposium in Cairo and the JCA secretariat

has been requested to seek assistance from multilateral and bilateral

sources for studies of this project in depth. The secretariat also

reported that it had received indications of interest, and requests for

assistance, in feasibility studies 01 specific industries from several

member States.
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18. The Meeting agreed that pending the -establishment of a work
by the Interim Council of Ministers or/and the Interim Econ^i^w™

the ^CA secretariat ehouid cunUnue these efforts as part of its normal
activities to the extent that its resources permit.

19. The Meeting tool, note of the recent formation of a multinational
shipping line by four members of the sub-region. Some delegates felt
that an opportunity to participate in the equity of the shipping line

aight be offered to other countries of the sub-region. The delegates

appreciated the political unsettlement caused by the illegal and

unilateral declaration of independence in Bhodesia and its serious

effects on the economy of Zambia. This development emphasized the
importance of developing transport and communications links as a

necessary foundation for an Economic Community.

-—a ,en s ot •Personnel__and_Administrative Suppo-r-h

20 Discussion TO8 based on a document circulated by tij secretariat
entitled.- A Hote on the requirements of Personnel and Administrative

Support for the Economic Community of Eastern Africa in the ?irSt Year.
It was pointed out that the document was only a broad indication of the
requirements pending amplification of the ™rk programme by the Interim
Council of Ministers ,nd/o, Lhe Interlm jioonomio Coffir/littee. As ^

the figures mentioned in the document were tentative and would require
to be reinforced by detailed costing in the case of individual iteas.

21. The Meeting endorsed the suggestion in the document that maximum
use be aade, in the first year, of the facilities of the secretariat
of the oca, thereby conserving resources and avoiding presently the
question cf financial contributions from member States.

28. It was clarified that the term ^rst Tear" in the decent referred
to the period of twelve months starting ,ith the signing of the TermS of
Association.
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of the Wexi; IleetingH. ZlT^_^2

23 The Meeting expressed appreciation for the invitation extended *y

the Representative of Malawi, on behalf of his Government, for the -

venue of the next ,eetin£ of the Interim Council of Ministers. It was

deeded to leave the venue and time to be determined Dy the Executive

Secretary.

I• A^-ption_of the Report,

Iftor aioption of tho Report the Meeting adjourned sine die,
24,
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

ETHIOPIA •
E.E. Ato Abebe Retta (Leader)
Minister of Commerce and Industry

H.E. Ato Tadesse Mogesse

Vice Minister of Commerce and Industry

Ato Tekle Haimanot Gabre-Mariam
Assistant Minister of Commerce and Industry

Ato Berhane Bahta

Director-General
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Ato Ashf*nafi Shifferaw
Director-General

Ministry of Economic Development and Planning

Ato Gabre-Michael Paulos
Director, Industrial Department

* • ■ Ministry of Commerce and Industry

.. Ato Gotachew Kebreth

Chief Legal Adviser of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs

it

Hon. Mwai Kibaki (Leader)

^^ter of Commerce a*d Industry

Mr. J. Muliro

Industrial Development Officer

Mr, K.M. Savosnick
Economic Adviser

Ministry of Economic Planning and Development
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MALAWI ^

MAURITIUS

TANZANIA

Hon. J.Z.U. Tembo, M.P. (Leader)
Minister of Finance

Mr. Lewis A. Chatsikah

Crown Counsel

H.E. Mr. B.W. ICatenga
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary

Embassy of Malawi

Addis Ababa

Mr. B.A.-Maosa

First Secretary

Embassy of Malawi

Addis Ababa

Mr. C.V.B. Munthali
Senior Assistant Secretary

Ministry of Finance

Hon. Anerood Jugnauth (Leader)
Minister of State Development

Mr. James D. Greig

Financial Secretary

Ministry of Finance

Hon. P. Bomani (Leader)
Minister of Economic Affairs and Development

Planning

Mr. D- -Bitegelto

Senior Industrial Officer

Ministry ox Industries, Mineral Resources

and Power

H.E. Mr. S. Chale
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary

Embassy of Tanzania

Addis Ababa

Mr. Joseph 3. Lumama

Assistant Planning Officer

Ministry of Economic Affairs and

development Planning
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ZAMBIA
Hon. M. Sipaio (Leader)

Minister of State for Economic Development

H-n. J, Ciiioata

Parliamentary Secretary
Ministry of Corawrce and Ind

Mr. Kalenga A.-J. Ka
OAU Attache

Embassy of Gambia
Addis ^baL-a

Hon. Unia Gostel Mwila

Parliamentary Secretary
Ministry of Finance

Mr. Francis X. Nkhoma

Assistant Secretary for Industry

HJHUKDI
H.E Mr. F.I.

Addis Ababa

SORULIA
H E. Mr. Omer irteh

Adais Ababa

SUDAN
Mr. Osman-Hamid
First Secretary

ic °f the
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Economic Commission f^r Africa:

(Secretariat)

Observers

Mr, R.K.A, Gardiner

Executive Secretary

Mr. FcA-Y. Jaisey

Director^ Sub- Regional Office

for Bast Africa of the ECA

Project Officer, East Africa

Mr, A, Sager
Chiefs Technical Assistance

Co-ordination Unit

Minister for Foreign Affairs

Imperial Ethiopian Government

Addis AbaDa

H-S. Mr, Diello Telli
Administrative Secretary-General

OAU

Addis Ababa

Mr. G. Pognon

Assistant Administrative

l

OAU

Addi
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ANNEX II

STATEMENT OF H.E. ATO ABEBE RETTA, MINISTER OP COMMERCE AND

INDUSTRY AND LEADER OF THE ETHIOPIAN DELEGATION TO THE

FIRST MEETING OF THE INTERIM COUNCIL OF MINISTERS OF

THE PROPOSED ECONOMIC COMMUNITY OF EASTERN AFRICA

On behalf of the Government of His Imperial'Majesty and the

people of Ethiopia, as well as on my own behalf, I most warmly welcome

you all to Addis Ababa. It is a great honour and privilege for me to

address this first meeting of the Interim Council of Ministers of the

proposed Economic Community of Eastern Africa.

As you are well aware this Meeting is scheduled to last for two

and a half days only. But it seems to me that the task that lies ahead

would require a much longer time. Nevertheless it is in the course of

our present meeting that the foundation for the proposed Economic

Community of Eastern Africa will have to be laid.

A glance at our agenda shows that there are twc very important

items for our consideration. The first relates to the draft Terms of

Association under which the Interim Council of Ministers will operate,

while the second deals with the draft Treaty Establishing the Economic

Community of Eastern Africa. These items evidently have far-reaching

consequences not only for the collective political and economic future

of the member countries but also for the individual countries- national
development policies.

The establishment of an economic community means that the member

countries will have to entrust, at least partially, their economic

development to an intergovernmental body.

I am emphasizing the consequences of our actions in the next twc

and a half days not because I want the Meeting to be frightened into

xnaction and indecision but because I would like to see our Meeting
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fflove on solid ground bo -Lh^i; wherever the conclusions based on our

discussions may lead us, these occlusions will always be realistic

and practicable.

The only way to reach this end, in my opinion, is for this

Meeting not to lose sight of realism. However, by realism I do not

mean that we should sacrifice our ultimate ideal - the establishment

of the Economic Community of Eastern Africa - because present day

realities do not Beea to allow it. Rather we should consciously,

realistically and carefully v«* to achieve this goal. But as President

Kaunda pointed out iE Ms opening address to the Lusaka Conference we

should not be carried *,:ay by "that idealism which runs ahead of

reality." In taking need of su.h counsel we shall be able to avoid

undue disappointments„

Throughout thxs Meeting it would, therefore, be useful to bear in

mind the exists station of the sub-region. In trying to for, a

mantal picture of tho sub-region tho first iaage that registers itself

in one's Piid ±< that +h3.o is no adequate means of transport cr com-

munication between tho nen^or oc^tries and consequently no meaningful

interchange o:C goods, of people or of capital would result.

Th» other feature that i^edi^el/ follows is that among the twelve

member countrxos ,o; = h^e - inventory, on a workable list, of thexr

natural resources, Thece arc see ex the most glaring realities of the

sub-region and should therefore be considered as the common ground from

which point our future co-orsrvfclou sho-.rld start.

Let us now focus our attention on the more immediate tasks of this

Meeting, I have the draft Tern* of Association and the draft Treaty

establishing the Economic Comn^ity of Eastern Africa, in mind. I nil

consider the draft Terms of Association first.

The EGA secretariat ought to be congratulated for preparing such

an admirable piece of work. I think this is a very important workmg

paper and like all workin, rapers will have as one of its purposes to

induce observation on it..
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In the view of the Ethiopian delegation the draft Terras

i;r«;:r:;r;;:

"■ "• a"ft *-■

**• •—■• —■*«

co-operation tased on praotioabilit s^egi°nal economic

-nation 1B COnfidentP t£° ^^t
-st efficient manner. That iq t

— xt aPP_ to o.;;:;; o;:h
estatlish an Interim Council of H.n.st
-eat, o hh ^ ^on whlch the EcoMlc m ^ ^^ *^ *" *» ..a. up the

the ratif.cation of the tr2 I
sub-regional "

WlU

the
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The first and foremost areas of co-operation in the opinion of

our delegation should be in the survey of natural resources and the

development of the requisite infrastructure.

Mr. Chairman, Distinguished Delegates, while expressing my sincere

confidence in, and "best wishes for, the outcome of the Conference, I

want to express my warm thanks for your kind attention.
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AHJiliX III

STATEMENT OF MR. H.K.A. GARDIHER

EXHCUTIira SECRETARY OF THE ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA

My colleagues and I are happy to welcome you to this meeting.

In particular, we are very much encouraged by the high level of re

presentation, which will enable us to take decisions and make policy

recommendations to the participating governments.

In Lusaka last October, we were able to clarify our thinking and

terminology. Before then we had been caught up in a mesh of generaliza

tions such as "common market", "economic integration", "customs union",

"free trade area", and "economic cc-operatlon". The tendency to

express simple and natural processes in rather frightening terms

borrowed from abroad has been a stumbling-block in our efforts to look
realistically at African problems.

If I were to describe the purpose of this meeting, I would put

it this way= "We are neighbours and potential trading partners. We
are here to get to know each other better and to examine the resources

of our neighbourhood. The surveys which have been carried out by ECA

and the suggestions which were discussed in Lusaka amount to an attempt

to indicate where in our neighbourhood the tailors, bakers, artisans

and fishermen, we need, today and tomorrow, may be found. We are trying

to pinpoint the areas where those who have special natural advantages
and sklns may produce commoditi9s fQr thoae who ^^ ^ w.u

commodities".

It seems to the secretariat that for this meeting there are four

areas of immediate concern, Firstly, the need for reliable information

about the natural resources of the sub-region. You may wish to consider
setting up a committee which would supervise the work that is being done
in this field by ECA, among others, such an exercise would have the

salutary effect of reassuring States which may feel that their resources
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have been inadequately investigated that they will not be condemned to

an inferior status in any scheme or plan which may be collectively

adopted by the sub-region. In this category of natural resources, I

would include water and power resources to support agriculture and

the development of modern industry.

Secondly, there is the .question of an adequate transport network

to link up the different parts of the neighbourhood, - in other words

the transformation of what is now merely a geographical area into an

economic community. ECA already has a plan, - the Great Lakes Project -

which can form the basis of an application from the sub-region to the

Special Fund. Connected with transport, of course, are the questions

of sub-regional shipping, airlines, and telecommunications, and here I

must say that the recent decision of three countries of the sub-region

to form a joint shipping line is obviously a very important initiative

in the context of our work here.

The third area of immediate concern is facilities for training of

personnel, for applying modern knowledge and technology to the solution

of our problems of economic advancement, and for research.

The fourth area is the fostering of trade within the neighbourhood,

the sub-region.

The secretariat hopes that this meeting will find it possible to

adopt and sign the Terms of Association, and ~;3O©- ~.d HHo establishment

, of a permanent K:.ni--ial Council which will be supported by technical

committees. To meet such a development, our sub-regional office in

Lusaka would be strengthened and additional technical aid sought from

multilateral as well as bilateral sources to service the Council and

its committees. . .

We are here to agree on setting up a mechanism which will enable

us to tecome more familiar with the economic activities and intentions

of our neighbours and, collectively, to expedite the development of the

natural resources of our area, our neighbourhood. Success in this

endeavour is, it. -nj riew, mlirolv dependent on mutual understanding,

trust and goodwill.
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Your are sovereign statas and no one can prevent any of you_

**« developing a particular type of industry. Like others of a

neighbourhood, you cannot be prevented fro, making y0Ur om clot.es,

*akxng your own bread, manufacturing your i.ple.ents and furniture
or even fishing for your household.

But the advantage, of an exchange economy as co.pared to a
subS1Btenoe economy are roU_VnoTO ^ au ^ ^ ^ ^

such o 2ations as SCA Md the Specialized Agenoies ^

is prrof the —— -
8eem t0 ha™ "iBBed one stage in de-
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AUNEX IV

AGENDA

1. Opening Addresses

2. Election of Officers

3. Adoption of the Agenda

4. Urination of the Draft Terms of Association

(a) Consideration of the views of respective Governments
0>) Approval of ,n interim instrument of association 0, oo-op^-
Co) Signing of the interim instrument (as finalized) Aesooia,,^

Co-operation

5. Preliminary agination of the Draft Treaty Establishing the K,o,,
Community

(a) Approval of the document as a first draft

(*) Agreement regarding the place ana dates of meeUngB of the i
experts of all Governments to prepare an amended r,aft for

presentation to the Interim Council

the Secretariat of the Economic Communit. of Eastern Afrl,

7. Any other Business

8. Adoption of the Report and Resolution.



ANNEX V

THE ECONOMIC COMMUNITY OF EASTERN AFRICA

TEEMS OP ASSOCIATION

Pursuant to the Resolution adopted by the Sub-Regional Meeting

on Economic Co-operation in East Africa held in Lusaka, Zambia, fro*
26 October to 2 November 1965, (e/CN.14/346 - E/CN.l4/Hr/ECOP/12)
the Signatories to these Terms of Association hereby confirm their
Governments, acoeptanoe of the recommendation to establish *he

Economic Community of Eastern Africa and undertake to negotiate a
Treaty by which the Community shall formally come into being and to
seek ratification of this Treaty by the Member States.

Pending ratification of the Txeaty by the Member States, the
Signatories being duly constituted as the Interim Counci! of Ministers

:;r: for in the above Eesoiution' d°h™* -«* °- ^their Governments the Te™8 of Association as hereunder described.

These Terms of Association shall constitute a transitional
agreement governing the means of co-operation between the Member States
prxor to the formal establishment of the Community.

ARTICLE 1

AIMS OP THE COMMUNITY

The aims of the Community shall be:

(a) to promote through the economic co-operation of its
Member States a co-ordinated development of their
economies, especially in industry, agriculture,

transport and communications, trade and payments
manpower and natural resources!

ons, t

manpower and natural resources!
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(b) to further the maximum possible interchange of goods and

services between its Member States and, to this end, to

eliminate progressively customs and other barriers to the

expansion of trade between them as well as restrictxons

en current payment transactions and on capital movements,

(o) to contribute to the orderly expansion of trade between

the Member States and the rest of the world and, to this

end, take measures which render their products relatively

competitive with goods imported from outside the Community,

aM to seek to obtain more favourable conditions for their

products in the world market-, and

(d) by all these efforts and endeavours to make a full contri

bution to the economic development of the continent of

Afrioa as a whole.

ARTICLE 2

GENERAL UNDERTAKINGS

2. In order to achieve the aims of the Community, the Member States

shall:

(a) within the Community and without, work in close co-operation

with one another and co-ordinate and harmonize their economic

policies;

(b) keep each other informed and furnish the Community with the

information required for the achievement of its aims?

(o) within the Community, consult together on a continuous

basis, carry out studies and, in their light, determine

the areas and lines of economic development to be

undertaken in common;



(d) endeavour to fw.ul.te and adopt common policies, and
negotiate and conclude Agreement between themselves or

through the medium of the Community, designed to serve

the achievement of its aims, including the common

development of specific branches of industry, the joint

operation of specific transport and communications

services, Joint research, training of manpower and the

joint implementation of other projects as well as of common
trade and payments arrangements; and

(e) ensure, within the Community and without, that the common
policies that have been adopted and the Agreements that

have been concluded for the achievement of the aims of the
Community are carried out,

3. Member States shall ta*e all steps retired for the implementation

! eT "* *——«~ •* *. *—i*. duly adopted and
ratxfxed by responsible Member States and for the provision of budgetary
and other resources for their implementation. °»*eetary

ARTICLE 3

r—_ tlt*^-LI1*9 wixnin the Community or wi+h«n+

common measures of economic co-operation without «,

■—-^

—0M.«lta.M,ZZ!ZZT.T r
Te™8 of Association. Sarin« on th9Be



ARTICLE 4

STRUCTURE

6 The Community when established shall have, as its principal

organs, a Council of Ministers, an Economic Committee and a Perma

nent Secretariat, the composition, powers and functions and procedures
of which shall be described in the Treaty. The Community may also

establish subsidiary organs and other bodies as may be retired and

provided for in the Treaty.

ARTICLE 5

DECISIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7 Pending ratification of the Treaty which shall make provisions,

ilt.r >li», «ith respect to Decisions, Hesolutions, Recommendations

ZTZZZ Hules, the Interim Council hereby agrees that its Decisions

Resolutions and Recommendations, adopted unanimously, shall provisional

ly apply between the Member States. Decisions which are arrived at

unanimously at any Meeting of the Interim Council at which some Member

States are not present shall be referred back to absent Member States

for their assent, such assent to be signified to the Permanent Secretariat

of the Interim Council in writing within three months of such referral.

ARTICLE 6

INTERIM COUNCIL OF MINISTERS - COMPOSITION, POWERS AND PROCEDURES

8. Membership of the Interim Council of Ministers of the Economic

Community of Eastern Africa shall be open to all such Members and

Associate Members of the United Nations Economic Commission for Afrxca

as fall within the area known as the East African sub-region, namely
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the area comprising Ethiopia, Somalia> Kenya> ^^ ^ ^^

f ^of ^nzania, Malawi, Zambia, Burundi, Hwanda, Madagascar and Mauritius,
and such other countries as the Interim Council of Ministers or the
Council of Ministers may decide to admit.

9. Pending creation of its Council of Ministers under the Treaty
the Interim Council of Ministers shall be composed of Ministers '
responsible for economic affairs or planning or of other Ministers

designated by the Member States or, in exceptional circumstances, by
Plenipotentiaries at Ministerial level; shall determine those areas

of economic development to be undertaken in common by Member States,
the manner and degree of such development and the time retired the e-

a ,uorum for such meetings being two-thirds of the Member States.

ttcounciiCommittee and its subsidiary bodies
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WHEREOF, the undersigned Hembers of the Interim Council,

duly

tion-

DONE in the City of

Hundred and Sixty-Six.

Kingdom of Burundi

Addis Ababa, this fourth day of May Nineteen

s/

H.E. Mr. P.I. Bu"biriaa

Empire of Ethiopia
s/ A"be"be Retta

H.E. Ato Abe"be Retta

Republic of Kenya

s/ Mwai Kibaki

Honourable Mwai Ki

Malawi

Js Z.U.T.

(initials only)

Honourable J.Z.U. Tembo

Mauritius

s/ A. Jugnauth

Honourable Anerood Jugnauth

United Republic of Tanzania
s/ P. Bomani

Honourable P. Bomani

Republic of Zambia
s/ M, Sipalo

Honourable H. Sipalo
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"

The Interim Council of Ministers,

Considering th = t the Terms of ■

are a tran.itioz.al ^e^ 0
tabeP states ^7^7 «* ™ «* --operation

the formal establishment of the

Considering also that its
princiMl i™, *■ ,

is the p o °:ealT;: ;diate
ComiBunity of Eastern Afrloa, ^"^ governing the Beonor,ic

Legal Adviaer to consult

;
71

n e a?of the

the Interim Council;

Requests

°f

°f a qualified

consideration

,- these Governments^

ii) Following this mission by the 1 --*i
Secretary arm,e ^ ^

^y arrange a meeting of the

GoVeraffients 0, Kember g^^ ^
Prepare * ^ ,Prepare * amenipd Draft of the Treaty

0 that, follo,lne this meetingj the Exe

a ffieetine of the mteri. counoil to oon.id J
approve this a.miai draft of the Treaty.

Legal to
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Membershi-n
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: :;;;::;:r:b the

t0 ^ they t0 ^ the attent

all ellgible states to the Te^s of Association;

2- Hpests the Exeoutive Seoretary to ^.^ ^

eligible States who ire not ^^^ 3ifflatories tQ

be°°me MSmterS °f tte ^terin, Counoil of Ministers
as soon as possiUe by s±ening the


